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Flaws existing in rock masses are generally unparallel and under three-dimensional stress; however, the mechanical and cracking
behaviors of the specimens with two unparallel flaws under triaxial compression have been rarely studied. -erefore, this study
conducted comprehensive research on the cracking and coalescence behavior and mechanical properties of specimens with two
unparallel flaws under triaxial compression. Triaxial compressive tests were conducted under different confining pressures on
rock-like specimens with two preexisting flaws but varying flaw geometries (with respect to the inclination angle of the two
unparallel flaws, rock bridge length, and rock bridge inclination angle). Six crack types and eleven coalescence types in the bridge
region were observed, and three types of failure modes (tensile failure, shear failure, and tensile-shear failure) were observed in
experiments. Test results show that bridge length and bridge inclination angle have an effect on the coalescence pattern, but the
influence of bridge inclination angle is larger than that of the bridge length. When the confining pressure is low, coalescence
patterns and failure modes of the specimens are greatly affected by flaw geometry, but when confining pressure rose to a certain
level, the influence of confining pressure is larger than the effect of flaw geometry.-e peak strength of the specimens is affected by
flaw geometry and confining pressure. -ere is a critical value for the bridge length. If the bridge length is larger than the critical
value, peak strengths of the samples almost keep constant as the bridge length increases. In addition, as the bridge inclination angle
increases, there is an increase in the probability of tensile cracks occurring, and with an increase in the confining pressure, the
probability of the occurrence of shear cracks increases.

1. Introduction

Rock masses often contain flaws such as fissures, weak
surfaces, and joints, which have a significant effect on the
mechanical properties and failure modes of the rock mass.
As rock mass instability is usually caused by such flaws, it is
thus meaningful to study the influence of flaws on the
strength and failure behavior of rock masses. Many previous
researchers [1–10] have conducted extensive studies on the
influence of flaw length, flaw inclination angle, flaw ar-
rangement, rock bridge length, and rock bridge angle on the
strength and failure behavior of rock specimens under
uniaxial compression, and such studies have provided a

preliminary understanding of the mechanical properties and
crack propagation mechanism of fractured rock masses
under uniaxial compression.

However, as rock masses are always under three-
dimensional stress, it is more realistic to study the effect
of preexisting flaws on the mechanical properties and crack
propagation mechanisms of rock masses under triaxial
compression. Huang et al. [11] carried out triaxial com-
pressive tests on sandstone samples with two parallel flaws,
and results showed that, for the specimens with parallel flaws
and small inclination angles, cracks initiated from the inner
flaw tips and led to simple direct shear coalescence. How-
ever, for the specimens with parallel flaws that had a large
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inclination angle, complex indirect coalescence or no co-
alescence appeared in the specimens. Based on the results of
triaxial compressive tests, Yang et al. [12] revealed that the
peak strengths and failure modes depend not only on flaw
geometry but also on the confining pressure.-ey also found
that the failure modes and deformation behavior of medium
marble were dependent on crack coalescence in the speci-
mens. Huang and Yang [13] conducted triaxial compressive
tests on granite samples with two coplanar three-
dimensional flaws; they identified four types of crack co-
alescence modes based on test results and found that shear
cracks and antitensile cracks were dominant under high
confining pressure and also revealed that triaxial com-
pressive strength increased with the increasing confining
pressure and flaw inclination angle. Furthermore, Liu et al.
[14] carried out true triaxial compressive tests on the rock-
like specimens with three collinear preexisting flaws and
revealed that peak stresses of the specimens changed with
flaw inclination angle and peak stresses increased as the
confining pressure increases.

-e above research focused on parallel flaws in the
specimens. However, flaws are generally unparallel in en-
gineering. -e study about cracking behaviors and me-
chanical parameters of rock samples with two unparallel
preexisting flaws under uniaxial compression are extensive.
Lee and Jeon [7] used three materials to make different types
of samples, where the flaw geometry in the sample was a
combination of an inclined flaw and a horizontal flaw, and
revealed that the model material had a significant effect on
the crack initiation and propagation pattern of the speci-
mens under uniaxial compression. Haeri et al. [15] studied
the fracturing process of the rock-like specimens under
uniaxial compression and found that the propagation of
wing cracks initiated from preexisting flaws led to crack
coalescence in the bridge area; they also showed that sec-
ondary cracks emanated after the initiation of the wing
cracks. Huang et al. [16] conducted uniaxial compressive
tests on rock-like specimens with two parallel flaws and
discussed the crack propagation mechanism under micro-
scopic observation. -ey also showed that the peak strength
and Young’s modulus of specimens firstly decreased and
then increased as the flaw inclination angle increased from 0°
to 75°. Furthermore, the mechanical properties and failure
behavior of red sandstone specimens with two unparallel
flaws were studied by Yang et al. [17], who found that the
mechanical parameters of the specimens were affected by the
flaw inclination angle and that the cracking process
depended not only on the flaw inclination angle but also on
the heterogeneity of the rock material. Haeri et al. [18]
studied the influence of unparallel flaws on the strength and
stress-strain curves of rock-like specimens, and their ex-
perimental and numerical results revealed that the crack
coalescence and final crack propagating paths were mainly
caused by wing cracks.

However, the researches about strengths and cracking
behaviors of rock specimens with two unparallel preexisting
flaws under triaxial compression are rare and the conclu-
sions are limited. Only Huang et al. [19] carried out triaxial
compressive tests on the rock-like specimens with two

unparallel preexisting flaws and found that failure modes of
the specimens were determined by both the flaw inclination
angle and the confining pressure: when the confining
pressure was small, failure modes were mainly affected by
the flaw inclination angle, and when the confining pressure
was large, failure modes were mainly influenced by the
confining pressure. -erefore, in this research, rock-like
specimens with two unparallel preexisting flaws were pre-
pared, and triaxial compressive tests were conducted on
these specimens under different confining pressures. -e
effects of confining pressure, rock bridge length, rock bridge
inclination angle, and flaw inclination angle on the strengths
and crack behavior of specimens under different confining
pressures were then analyzed based on the test results. -is
paper thus provides a better understanding of the me-
chanical properties and failure behavior of rock masses with
unparallel flaws and different flaw geometries under triaxial
compression.

2. Experimental Program

2.1. Specimen Preparation. -ere are a number of advan-
tages to make specimens using rock-like materials (for ex-
ample, they are easy to prepare and provide repeatability of
results), and they have thus been employed by many re-
searchers [20–24]. In this research, specimens are made of a
mixture of Portland cement, fine sand, and water at a ratio of
1 : 2 : 0.5 by weight. -e mixture was poured into a mold that
had internal dimensions of 70mm× 70mm× 140mm. -e
unparallel preexisting flaws in the specimens were fabricated
by inserting two steel sheets (10mm wide and 1mm thick)
into the mixture, resulting in a flaw with a length of 10mm
and aperture of 1mm. Four parameters were changed to
produce different geometries of these preexisting flaws
(Figure 1): the inclination angle of flaw 1 α1; the inclination
angle of flaw 2 α2; the bridge inclination angle (β); the bridge
ligament length (2b). -e bridge inclination angle, β, varied
between 0° and 120° in intervals of 30°. Four ligament lengths
of 2b� 10mm, 20mm, 30mm, and 40mm were set; α1 was
set to 0° and 30°, respectively; and α2 was set to 60°.-erefore,
in a specimen with a geometry of 10-0-60-30, 2b is equal to
10mm, α1 is equal to 0°, α2 is equal to 60°, and β is equal to
30°. -e geometries of four series of the specimens are
summarized in Table 1. -e mold was stored in a room at a
temperature of 20°C for 24 h; the specimens were then re-
moved from the mold, and the steel sheets were pulled out.
-e prismatic specimens were subsequently placed in a
water tank for curing at a temperature of 20°C for 28 days
and then drilled and cut. Finally, the cylindrical specimens
that had a 54mm diameter and 108mm height with two
unparallel flaws were prepared (Figure 2).

2.2. Testing. British-made equipment (Figure 3) was used to
carry out triaxial compression tests on the prefissured rock-
like material samples. -e maximum confining pressure,
maximum vertical load, andmaximum axial displacement of
the equipment were 70MPa, 1560 kN, and 50mm, re-
spectively. -e confining pressure was raised to the desired
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value (1MPa, 2MPa, 3MPa, 4MPa, and 5MPa) at a rate of
0.2MPa/s. A constant con�ning pressure was maintained,
and the major principal stress was applied at a rate of
0.1MPa/s until failure occurred.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1.CrackTypes in the SpecimenswithDi
erentBridgeLengths
and Bridge Angles. By observing the cracks in the specimens
with di�erent bridge lengths and inclination angles, six
di�erent crack types were classi�ed based on the crack
initiation position and propagation mechanism (Figure 4).
Crack type I is a tensile crack that initiates from the �aw tips
and develops along the direction of the maximum principal
stress. Crack type II is similar to crack type I, and the
di�erence between these two crack types is the crack ini-
tiation position: crack type II initiates from a position close
to the �aw tips. Crack type III is an antitensile crack, and
crack development is the reverse of that of crack type I.
Crack type IV is a “normal shear crack”; it initiates from the
�aw tips, and its development direction is roughly normal to
the direction of the maximum principal stress. Crack type V
is a “coplanar shear crack”; it initiates from the �aw tips, and
its development direction is parallel to the plane of the
preexisting �aw. Crack type VI is a far-�eld crack that
initiates from a position far away from the �aw tips, and its
development direction is vertical or horizontal. Finally,
crack type VI is either a tensile or shear crack.

3.2. E
ect of Bridge Length on the Cracking Process, Co-
alescence Pattern, and Failure Mode. Figures 5 and 6 show
the failure modes of specimens with geometries of 2b-0-60-
60 and 2b-30-60-60 and with di�erent bridge lengths under
1MPa, 3MPa, and 5MPa. Figure 7 shows the coalescence
types of these specimens. Figure 5 shows that, for specimens
with a geometry of 10-0-60-60, the type of coalescence was
type 3 under di�erent con�ning pressures (as shown in
Figure 7). �e bridge ligament length was small, and co-
alescence occurred easily due to the linkage of shear cracks
which initiate from the inner tips of two �aws. When the
con�ning pressure was 1MPa and 3MPa, tensile cracks
initiated from the external tip of �aw 2, and the failure mode
of the specimens was tensile-shear failure; however, when
the con�ning pressure was 5MPa, the failure mode of the
specimens was shear failure caused by a normal shear crack
initiating from the tips of �aw 2. For specimens with a
geometry of 20-0-60-60, the type 4 coalescence pattern was
observed when the con�ning pressure was 1MPa; tensile
cracks initiated from the inner tips of two preexisting �aws

Table 1: Flaw geometries of two unparallel �aws.

Series
Lower �aw
inclination
angle α1 (°)

Upper �aw
inclination
angle α2 (°)

Bridging
angle β (°)

Bridging
length 2b
(mm)

1 0 60 60 10, 20,
30, 40

2 30 60 60 10, 20,
30, 40

3 0 60 0, 30, 60,
90, 120 10

4 30 60 0, 30, 60,
90, 120 10

Figure 2: Prepared specimens with two unparallel �aws.

Figure 3: Testing equipment for triaxial compression.
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Figure 1: Geometry of preexisting �aws.
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and intersected with a shear crack that emanated from the
center of the ligament between two inner �aw tips, which
caused the rock bridge to be cut through.�e failure mode of
the specimens with a geometry of 20-0-60-60 was tensile-
shear failure. When the con�ning pressure was 3MPa and
5MPa, type 5 coalescence pattern was observed, and tensile
cracks emanated from �aw 1 with an inclination angle of 0°
and intersected with shear cracks initiated from �aw 2 with
an inclination angle of 60°. It indicates that shear cracks were
easier to initiate from the �aw with an inclination angle of
60°. For the specimens with a geometry of 30-0-60-60, no
coalescence was observed when the con�ning pressure was
1MPa, and the failure mode was tensile-shear failure. When
the con�ning pressure was 3MPa, indirect coalescence was
observed, tensile cracks initiated from the inner tip of �aw 1,
and normal shear cracks initiated from the tip of �aw 2.
When the con�ning pressure was 5MPa, the type of co-
alescence was type 3. Not the coalescence of cracks initiated

from the inner tips of �aw 1 and �aw 2, but shear cracks
initiated from the external tip of �aw 1 caused the failure of
the specimens. For specimens with a geometry of 40-0-60-
60, no coalescence was observed when the bridge length was
increased to 40mm and the con�ning pressure was 1MPa;
when the con�ning pressure was 3MPa, the rock bridge was
cut through and caused failure of the specimen. When the
con�ning pressure was 5MPa, failure of the specimens was
caused by a normal shear crack initiated from the inner tip of
�aw 1 but was not caused by the coalescence of cracks
emanating from two preexisting �aws.

Figure 6 shows that, for the specimens with a geometry
of 10-30-60-60 under di�erent con�ning pressures, the
type of coalescence was type 3. Under con�ning pressures
of 1MPa and 3MPa, the failure mode of specimens was
tensile-shear failure; and under a con�ning pressure of
5MPa, shear failure of the specimens was caused by a
normal shear crack which initiated from the external tip of

T
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(a)

T

T

(b)

T

T

(c)

S

S

(d)

S

S

(e)

F

F

F

(f )

Figure 4: Crack types in the specimens with di�erent bridge lengths and bridge angles: (a) tensile crack at the open �aw tip; (b) tensile crack
at a position that is located close to the open �aw tip; (c) antitensile crack; (d) normal shear crack; (e) coplanar shear crack; (f ) far-�eld crack.
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�aw 1. Under the same con�ning pressure, the failure mode
and coalescence pattern of these specimens were almost the
same as those of specimens with a geometry of 10-0-60-60.
�is shows that when the bridge length is 10mm, the
change in α1 has little in�uence on the failure mode and
coalescence pattern of the specimen. For the specimens
with a geometry of 20-30-60-60, no coalescence was ob-
served when the con�ning pressure was 1MPa, and an

antitensile crack was initiated from the tip of �aw 1, which
led to tensile-shear failure of the specimen.�e coalescence
types were the same (type 3) under con�ning pressures of
3MPa and 5MPa; however, the failure modes were dif-
ferent (tensile-shear failure under 3MPa and shear failure
under 5MPa). �e coalescence pattern for the specimens
with a geometry of 20-30-60-60 was di�erent from that of
the specimens with a geometry of 20-0-60-60, which proves

σ3 = 1 MPa

2b = 10

2b = 20

2b = 30

2b = 40

σ3 = 3 MPa σ3 = 5 MPa

Figure 5: Failure modes of the specimens with a geometry of 2b-0-60-60 but with di�erent bridge lengths.
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that the change in α1 a�ects the coalescence pattern when
the bridge length increased from 10mm to 20mm. For the
specimens with a geometry of 30-30-60-60, no coalescence
was observed under the con�ning pressure of 1MPa. When
the con�ning pressure was 3MPa, the coalescence type was
type 5 and the failure mode was tensile-shear failure. �e
coalescence type was type 3, and the failure mode was shear
failure under the con�ning pressure of 5MPa. For the

specimens with a geometry of 40-0-60-60, when the con-
�ning pressure was 1MPa and 3MPa, the failure mode and
coalescence pattern of the specimens were the same as
those of specimens with a geometry of 30-30-60-60. Type 5
coalescence was observed when the con�ning pressure was
5MPa. In addition, many cracks were seen, and a normal
shear crack that initiated from the inner tip of the specimen
was the main cause of shear failure of the specimens.

σ3 = 1 MPa

2b = 10

2b = 20

2b = 30

2b = 40

σ3 = 3 MPa σ3 = 5 MPa

Figure 6: Failure modes of the specimens with a geometry of 2b-30-60-60 but with di�erent bridge lengths.
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Figure 6 shows that no coalescence was observed under a
con�ning pressure of 1MPa, and that failure of all speci-
mens was caused by an antitensile crack, except for
specimens with a bridge length of 10mm.

Figures 5 and 6 show that, under a low con�ning
pressure (1MPa), the coalescence pattern changed from
coalescence to no coalescence with the increase of bridge
length, and it proves that the interaction between �aws
becomes weaker. Under a high con�ning pressure (5MPa),
coalescence of cracks was observed in all specimens, which

shows that an increase in the con�ning pressure increased
the interaction between �aws. From Figures 5 and 6, it can be
seen that, the larger the con�ning pressure, the easier for the
shear crack to initiate, and the easier for the shear failure of
the specimens to occur. In general, under the condition of
the same bridge length and con�ning pressure, the types of
coalescence for specimens with geometries of 2b-0-60-60
and 2b-30-60-60 were di�erent. However, the failure modes
for the specimens with geometries of 2b-0-60-60 and 2b-0-
60-60 were similar, which indicates that the increase in α1

Category Coalescence patterns for specimens having 
different bridge lengths

1

2

3

4

5

No coalescence

Indirect 
coalescence by two 
cracks (crack types 

vary)

Shear crack
S

T

T

S

S

T

S

T

S

S
T

T

Two tensile crack
and one shear crack 
segments between 

inner flaw tips

Crack types involved

One tensile crack 
and one shear crack 
segments between 

inner flaw tips

Figure 7: Types of coalescence in triaxial compression for specimens with geometries of 2b-0-60-60 and specimens 2b-30-60-60 with
di�erent bridge lengths.
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from 0° to 30° had an influence on the coalescence patterns
but had little effect on failure modes.

3.3. Effect of Bridge Inclination Angle on the Cracking Process,
Coalescence Pattern, and Failure Mode. Figures 8 and 9
show failure modes of the specimens with geometries of
20-0-60-β and 20-30-60-β and different bridge angles
under 1MPa, 3MPa, and 5MPa. Figure 10 shows the
coalescence types for these specimens. Figure 8 shows that,
for specimens with a geometry of 20-0-60-0 under a
confining pressure of 1MPa, tensile cracks initiated from
the inner tips of flaw 1 and flaw 2, no coalescence occurred
in the bridge region, and the failure mode of the specimens
was tensile-shear failure. Under a confining pressure of
3MPa and 5MPa, normal shear crack coalesced two inner
tips of flaw 1 and flaw 2, the type of coalescence is type 8 (as
shown in Figure 10), and failure mode was shear failure.
For the specimens with a geometry of 20-0-60-30, no
coalescence was observed under a confining pressure of
1MPa and 3MPa, and the failure mode was tensile-shear
failure. However, with a confining pressure of 5MPa, the
type of coalescence was type 8, and the rock bridge was cut
through by a shear crack.-e above description shows that,
for a specimen with a small bridge inclination angle, no
crack coalesced two inner tips of the preexisting flaws
under a relative low confining pressure; however, normal
shear crack coalesced two inner tips of the preexisting flaws
under a relative high confining pressure and induced
horizontal failure plane. Coalescence type 9 occurred for
specimens with a geometry of 20-0-60-60 under a confining
pressure of 1MPa, but under confining pressures of 3MPa
and 5MPa, coalescence type 10 occurred.-e failure modes
of specimens with a geometry of 20-0-60-60 were identical
(tensile-shear failure) under different confining pressures.
For the specimens with a geometry of 20-0-60-90 under
different confining pressure, the rock bridge was cut
through by tensile cracks and the type of coalescence was
the same (type 7). -e failure mode of tensile failure oc-
curred in specimens with a geometry of 20-0-60-90 under
confining pressures of 1MPa and 3MPa; however, tensile-
shear failure occurred under a confining pressure of 5MPa.
When the bridge inclination angle was 120°, the projections
of flaw 1 and flaw 2 on the horizontal plane overlapped, and
flaw 2 had a shielding effect on flaw 1. -erefore, for the
specimens with a geometry of 20-0-60-120 under different
confining pressures, no coalescence was observed in the
bridge region. Failure modes of the specimens with a ge-
ometry of 20-0-60-120 under the confining pressure of
1MPa and 3MPa was tensile-shear failure, but the failure
mode under a confining pressure of 5MPa was shear
failure, which was caused by a normal shear crack ema-
nating from the tips of flaw 1. Figure 8 shows that, under a
relatively low confining pressure and with an increase in
the bridge inclination angle, the coalescence pattern
changed from no coalescence (β� 0° and 30°) to coalescence
caused by the linkage of shear crack and tensile crack
(β� 60°), to coalescence caused by the linkage of tensile
cracks (β� 90°), and to no coalescence (β�120°). Under a

relatively high confining pressure and with an increase in
the bridge inclination angle, the coalescence pattern
changed from coalescence caused directly by a shear crack
(β� 0° and 30°) to coalescence caused by the linkage of
shear crack and tensile crack (β� 60°), to coalescence
caused by the linkage of tensile cracks (β� 90°), and to no
coalescence (β�120°). -ese results prove that bridge in-
clination angle and confining pressure had an obvious
influence on both the coalescence patterns and failure
modes. It can be seen from Figure 8 that there is an in-
creased probability of a tensile crack occurring with an
increase in the bridge inclination angle, and Figure 8 also
shows that, for the specimens with different bridge in-
clination angles, shear cracks occur easily under a large
confining pressure and lead to the shear failure of the
specimen.

Figure 9 shows that, for the specimens with a geometry
of 20-30-60-0, failure modes and coalescence patterns are
the same as those of specimens with a geometry of 20-0-60-0
under the same confining pressure. It proves that, when the
bridge inclination angle is 0°, the change of α1 from 0° to 30°
has little effect on the failure mode and coalescence pattern
of the specimens. For the specimens with a geometry of 20-
30-60-30, when the confining pressure was 1MPa, no co-
alescence was observed. Under confining pressures of 3MPa
and 5MPa, the type of coalescence was type 11, and crack
coalescence eventually occurred when the shear crack ini-
tiated from the inner tip of flaw 1 connecting the antitensile
crack initiated from the inner tip of flaw 2. -e coalescence
pattern of the specimens with a geometry of 20-30-60-30 was
different from that of specimens with a geometry of 20-0-60-
30, which proves that when the bridge inclination angle was
30°, the change of α1 from 0° to 30° affected the coalescence
pattern of the specimens. For the specimens with a geometry
of 20-30-60-60, no coalescence was observed under a con-
fining pressure of 1MPa, but coalescence type 9 was ob-
served under confining pressures of 3MPa and 5MPa. With
a bridge inclination angle of 90° and 120° and under different
confining pressures, no coalescence occurred in the bridge
region and the failure mode of specimens was antitensile
cracks.

Figure 9 shows that no coalescence was observed in the
specimens with five different bridge inclination angles
under the confining pressure of 1MPa. When the bridge
inclination angles were 90° and 120°, no coalescence was
observed in the bridge region under different confining
pressures. However, Figure 8 shows that coalescence oc-
curred in the bridge region for specimens with bridge
inclination angles of 60° and 90° under a confining pressure
of 1MPa. Moreover, Figure 8 shows that coalescence was
observed in specimens with a bridge inclination angle of 90°
under different confining pressures, which proves that
when the bridge inclination angle increases to 30°, the
interaction between flaws becomes weaker, and the rock
bridge is less likely to be cut through. A comparison be-
tween Figures 8 and 9 shows that when α1 � 0°, it was easy
for a normal shear crack to initiate from the tips of flaw 1
and cause horizontal failure plane; this is because the
preexisting flaw was an open flaw, and when α1 � 0°, there
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σ3 = 1 MPa

β = 0°

β = 30°

β = 60°

β = 90°

β = 120°

σ3 = 3 MPa σ3 = 5 MPa

Figure 8: Failure modes of the specimens with a geometry of 20-0-60-β and with di�erent bridge angles.
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σ3 = 1 MPa

β = 0°

β = 30°

β = 60°

β = 90°

β = 120°

σ3 = 3 MPa σ3 = 5 MPa

Figure 9: Failure modes of the specimens with a geometry of 20-30-60-β and with di�erent bridge angles.
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was a strong stress concentration at the �aw tip, [25] and
cracks emanated easily. Moreover, the tip of a �aw with an
inclination angle of 0° was closer to the edge of a specimen

than that of other �aw inclination angles; when a crack
initiates from the tip of a �aw, it easily propagates to the
edge of a specimen and causes horizontal failure plane.

Category Coalescence patterns for specimens having 
different bridge angles

6

7

8

9

10

No coalescence

Shear crack

S

T

T

S

S

T

Two tensile crack
and one shear crack 
segments between 

inner flaw tips

Crack types involved

One tensile crack 
and one shear crack 
segments between 

inner flaw tips

Tensile crack
T

S

S

T

T

11
T

S
One antitensile

crack and one shear 
crack segments 

between inner flaw 
tips

Figure 10: Types of coalescence in triaxial compression for specimens with geometries of 20-0-60-β and 20-30-60-βwith di�erent bridge angles.
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When α1 � 30°, an antitensile crack easily initiated from the
tip of flaw 1, but not a shear crack. It shows that the change
of α1 can change crack types and the coalescence pattern in
the bridge region of the specimens. It is evident from
Figures 8 and 9 that there were large changes in the co-
alescence patterns in the bridge region and the failure mode
of specimens with an increase in the inclination angle from
0° to 120°, which indicates that the bridge inclination angle
had a significant influence on the coalescence pattern and
failure mode.

From Figures 5, 6, 8, and 9, it can be seen that both the
bridge length and bridge inclination angle had an influence
on the coalescence pattern in the bridge region, but the
influence of the bridge inclination angle was far greater than
that of the bridge length. As 2b increased from 10mm to
40mm, the failure modes of specimens with a geometry of
2b-0-60-60 were almost the same as those of specimens with
a geometry of 2b-30-60-60. However, as β increased from 0°
to 120°, the coalescence patterns and failure modes of
specimens with a geometry of 20-0-60-β differed from those
of specimens with a geometry of 20-30-60-β. It proves that
the influence of α1 on the coalescence patterns and failure
modes of the specimens with different bridge inclination
angles was larger than the influence of α1 on specimens with
different bridge lengths.

3.4. Effect of Bridge Length on Peak Strength and Shear
Parameters. Figure 11(a) shows the peak strength of the
specimens with a geometry of 2b-0-60-60 under different
confining pressures. When the confining pressure was less
than or equal to 3MPa, the peak strength increased as 2b
increased from 10mm to 30mm, and then the peak strength
decreases as 2b increases from 30mm to 40mm. As the
increase of bridge length, it is hard for the coalescence to
occur in the bridge region; therefore, the peak strength
increased as 2b increased from 10mm to 30mm. As the
bridge length increased to 40mm, the tip of the preexisting
flaw was close to the edge of the specimen, and shear cracks
initiating from the tips of flaw 1 and flaw 2 developed easily
to the edge of the specimens due to the edge effect.-erefore,
the peak strength was less than that of specimens with a
bridge length of 30mm. When the confining pressure was
3MPa and 4MPa, the peak strength rose as 2b increased
from 10mm to 20mm, and then the peak strength dropped
as 2b increased from 20mm to 40mm. It proves that, under
a relatively large confining pressure, as bridge length in-
creased to 30mm, the failure of specimens was affected by
the edge effect. It indicates that the influence of edge on the
crack propagation increases as the confining pressure in-
creases. Figure 11(b) shows the peak strength of the spec-
imens with a geometry of 2b-30-60-60 under different
confining pressures. Under five different confining pres-
sures, the peak strength increased as 2b increased from
10mm to 30mm, and then the peak strength remained
basically unchanged as 2b increased from 30mm to 40mm.
It proves that there was a critical value for the bridge length.
When the critical value exceeded, it can be found that the
increase of the bridge length had little influence on the peak

strength of the specimens. Figures 11(a) and 11(b) show that,
with confining pressures of 4MPa and 5MPa, the variations
in peak strength with bridge length were different for
specimens 2b-0-60-60 and 2b-30-60-60. -is is because
when α1 � 30°, the tips of the preexisting flaws were further
from the edge than with α1 � 0°, and they were less affected
by the edge effect. Figure 11 shows that the peak strength is
higher when the confining pressure is greater, and this is not
dependent on flaw geometry.

Figure 12 shows the shear parameters of the specimens
with geometries of 2b-0-60-60 and 2b-30-60-60, for which
the internal frictional angle increases with an increase in the
bridge length from 10mm to 20mm and then decreases with
an increase in the bridge length from 20mm to 40mm. For
the specimens with a geometry of 2b-30-60-60, the cohesion
increases as the bridge length increases. However, for the
specimens with a geometry of 2b-0-60-60, there were no
obvious changing cohesion laws with respect to bridge
length, due to the double influence of the bridge length and
the edge effect on specimen failure.

3.5. Effect of Bridge Inclination Angle on Peak Strength and
Shear Parameter. Figure 13 shows the peak strength of the
specimens with geometries of 20-0-60-β and 20-30-60-β
under different confining pressures. -e variation of the
peak strength with the bridge inclination angle in
Figure 13(a) is similar to that in Figure 13(b), and it shows
that the increase of α1 from 0° to 30° has little effect on the
change law of the peak strength with the bridge inclination
angle. From Figure 13, it can be seen that the peak strength
decreases as β increases from 0° to 60° and then increases as β
increases from 60° to 120°. Under different confining
pressures, the peak strength of the specimens with β� 60° is
lowest and that of specimens with β� 120° is largest. -is is
because when β� 60°, the angle between the macroscopic
failure surface and the horizontal direction is approximately
45° +φ/2, and the inner tips of the two preexisting flaws are
on the potential failure surface of the specimen. At this time,
the damage degree of the two preexisting flaws to the
specimen is the greatest. When β� 120°, horizontal pro-
jections of two preexisting flaws overlap. Flaw 2 has a
shielding effect on flaw 1, and the effective damage area
caused by the two preexisting flaws is relatively small in the
specimens with β� 120°, which makes the specimens show a
higher peak strength.

Figure 14 shows the shear parameters of the specimens
with geometries of 20-0-60-β and 20-30-60-β. -e variation
of cohesion and internal friction angle with the bridge in-
clination angle is not linear, and the changing law is
complex. For the specimens with geometries of 20-0-60-β
and 20-30-60-β, cohesion is relatively large when β� 0° and
60°, and the internal frictional angle is relatively large when
β� 90°.

4. Conclusions

Rock-like specimens containing two unparallel flaws with
varying flaw geometries were prepared, and triaxial
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compressive tests were conducted to investigate the cracking
behavior and mechanical properties of the precracked
specimens. �e following conclusions are obtained from the
test results in this study:

(1) Under a low con�ning pressure (1MPa), as bridge
length increases, the coalescence pattern changed
from di�erent types of coalescence to no coalescence.
It indicates that the interaction between the two
preexisting �aws weakened as the bridge length
increases. Under a high con�ning pressure (5MPa),
coalescence in the bridge region was observed in all
the specimens, which proves that the coalescence

pattern and the failure mode of the specimens were
a�ected by the con�ning pressure. When the con-
�ning pressure was low, the coalescence pattern and
the failure mode of the specimens were greatly af-
fected by the length and inclination angle of the rock
bridge. When the con�ning pressure increased to a
certain extent, the e�ect of the con�ning pressure
was larger than the in�uence of �aw geometry, and
the failure mode of specimens changed to shear
failure.

(2) Both the bridge length and the bridge inclination
angle had an in�uence on the coalescence pattern of
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Figure 11: Peak strength of the specimens (a) 2b-0-60-60 and (b) 2b-30-60-60 having di�erent bridge lengths.
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specimens, but the in�uence of bridge inclination
angle was much larger than the in�uence of bridge
length. As the bridge inclination angle increased, the
probability of the occurrence of tensile cracks
increased.

(3) For the specimens with di�erent bridge inclination
angles, the increase in α1 from 0° to 30° had an
obvious in�uence on the coalescence pattern of the
specimens. However, for the specimens with dif-
ferent bridge lengths, the increase in α1 from 0° to 30°
had a relatively small in�uence on the coalescence
pattern.

(4) �e increase in α1 from 0° to 30° had little in�uence
on the variation in peak strength with the bridge
inclination angle. Under di�erent con�ning pres-
sures, the peak strength of the specimens with
β� 120° was the highest and that of specimens with
β� 60° was the lowest.�e bridge length has a critical
value, and when it is larger than the critical value,
growth of the bridge length has little e�ect on the
peak strength of samples. However, regardless of the
length and inclination angle of the rock bridge, the
peak strength of specimens increased with an in-
crease in the con�ning pressure.
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